Exploring the Impact of Differentiated Per-Lane Speed Limits on Traffic Safety of Freeways with Considering the Compliance Rate
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This is a subsequent study of a two-lane cellular automata (CA) traffic simulation model proposed by the authors. The current study focused on understanding the impacts of the configuration of the differentiated per-lane speed limit (DPLSL) and its compliance rate on traffic safety indexes, including lane-changing frequency, the coefficient of variation of speed, and incident rate of dangerous situations. The results indicate that freeway sections with DPLSL, especially the ones with complex DPLSL, have potentials to reduce the speed variation, lane changing frequencies, and chances of dangerous situations, resulting in higher traffic safety levels. Furthermore, under DPLSL configurations, the compliance rate of the lane of slow vehicles could positively affect the traffic safety levels. Specifically, as the decrease of the compliance rate, lane changing frequency slightly increases, the coefficient variation of speed especially of the outer lane increases, and the incident rate of the overtaking-on-the-right circumstances increases. In contrast to the simple DPLSL, freeway segments with the complex DPLSL configuration are more sensitive to the influence of the compliance rate.

1. Introduction

The differentiated per-lane speed limit (DPLSL) is a type of speed control for freeway traffic management, which is commonly adopted in China and certainly applied or studies in some other countries [1]. Under DPLSL, each lane could apply an exclusive maximum speed limit, minimum speed limit, or both for regulating traffic speed. Usually, the speed limit of the inner lane is set at a higher value than the one of the outer lane to push slow vehicles to the outer lane and in turn reduce the influence of slow vehicles on the overall traffic. By doing so, the speed variation is expected to decrease for each lane and the motivation for lane changes could also be constrained. In fact, the two resulting changes in traffic flow characteristics due to the DPLSL have potentials to benefit traffic safety levels [2–5]. In practice, there are two typical DPLSL configurations, i.e., the simple DPLSL and the complex DPLSL. Regarding the simple DPLSL, the adjacent lanes have the same maximum speed limit but different minimum speed limits, while under the complex DPLSL, both the maximum and minimum speed limits are different for adjacent lanes.

In fact, the existing studies in the field of speed limit settings paid heavy attention to variable speed limits [6–10] including the cooperative variable speed limit system [11, 12], speed limit strategies [13–15], speed limit compliance [16], and the impact of speed limits on traffic safety [17–19] and traffic performance [20]. In recent years, the studies focusing on variable speed limits under connected-vehicle environments are also highlighted [21, 22]. Those studies have made a tremendous contribution to the state of the art, but none of them allowed the speed limit values varying across different lanes. The influence of DPLSL on traffic flow characteristics and traffic safety levels has been rarely investigated. In addition, the existing traffic simulation methods and behavioral analyses [13, 23, 24] capable of considering such speed limit configuration are limited.

For the above reasons, this study seeks to analyze the impact of DPLSL on freeway traffic safety through a recently proposed traffic flow simulation model [1]. Several safety
indexes including lane changing frequency, the speed variation of each lane, and incidence rate of dangerous situations were investigated with respect to different traffic densities. This study considers the situation that slow vehicles [23] in the outer lane could violate the speed limit and enter the inner lane. The simulation was further conducted for situations having different speed compliance [25–27] rate of slow vehicles.

2. Methods

2.1. The Traffic Simulation Model. The recent study [1] established a traffic simulation model that allows the speed limit configuration to vary across different lanes. Using this model, three simulation scenarios according to different speed-limit configurations were built, named as scenario 1, scenario 2, and scenario 3. The specifications of speed limit values for the inner and outer lanes under those scenarios are presented in Table 1. In more detail, scenario 1 is the regular uniform speed limit setting, scenario 2 is the simple DPLSL setting, and scenario 3 is the complex DPLSL setting.

Besides the different settings of speed limit values, all the other parameters and simulation environmental characteristics were designed to be the same for the three scenarios. The simulation adopted a two-lane ring road CA model in which each lane has 2,000 cells with a length of 25/9 m for each cell. Specifically, the lane changing rules under the DPLSL settings, which were calibrated using a driving simulator data and a back-propagate neural network, were proposed in one of our previous studies [1]. For the background vehicles, 40% of them were set as slow vehicles which have a lower expectation of speed than other vehicles, representing the group of drivers tending to maintain a slower speed in real driving situations. The expectation of speed of regular vehicles was set to twelve cells/s (120 km/h), while one of the slow vehicles was set to eight cells/s (80 km/h).

For analyzing the general impact of speed-limit configurations on traffic safety indexes, slow vehicles were set to completely comply with the speed limits and hence they did not enter the inner lane for the scenarios having DPLSL configurations (scenario 2 and scenario 3). The slow vehicles were allowed to enter the inner lane for the scenario having the uniform speed limits (scenario 1) because in this scenario the minimum speed limit is 60 km/h greater than the expected speed of the slow vehicles.

For further analyzing the impact with respect to different compliance rates of the slow vehicles, some slow vehicles would enter the inner lane and be chosen randomly according to the predefined compliance rates.

2.2. Traffic Safety Indexes. Several traffic safety indexes were adopted to represent the risk of being in a traffic accident for freeways, including lane changing frequency, coefficient of variation of speed, and incident rate of dangerous situations. The lane changing frequency was defined as the average number of lane changes per second, which was counted for each simulation trial. The coefficient of variation of speed was defined as the ratio between the standard deviation $\sigma$ and the mean $\mu$ of the speed observed for a specific spot, i.e., $\sigma/\mu$.

There were two dangerous situations considered for this study. DS 1: the first dangerous situation DS 1 corresponds to the situation that the time-to-collision is less than five seconds [28] between the subject vehicle and the lead vehicle in the current lane, the lead vehicle in the target lane, or the lag vehicle in the target lane. DS 2: the second dangerous situation DS 2 corresponds to the overtaking-on-the-right situation. For the countries using the right-hand-traffic, like China, the driver sits on the left. For the vehicles trying to overtake, taking the action from the right would experience a higher risk of accidents than doing from the left because, in the former situation, the driver has a smaller field of view than the one of the latter situation. In addition, the driver is also to be injured in the former situation as he/she is nearer to the impact area of collision. Note that an overtaking was counted as long as there are two successive lane changes making the vehicle return back to its original lane and the whole process was finished within a predefined amount of time.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Impacts of DPLSL on Traffic Safety Indexes under the Full Compliance of Slow Vehicles. This section focuses on the impacts of DPLSL scenarios and several other factors including vehicle density and inner/outer lane indicator on the three traffic safety indexes, under the full compliance of slow vehicles. Table 2 reports the ANOVA results of those traffic safety indexes. Most relationships between the traffic safety indexes and influential factors were significant. The exception would be that the DPLSL scenario does not have a significant impact on the incident rate of both the dangerous scenarios 1 and 2.

3.1.1. Lane Changing Frequency. Figure 1 illustrates the observed lane changing frequencies under different vehicle densities. In general, drivers are more likely to change lanes for a lower-density situation as changing lanes become difficult when the traffic density is higher resulting in smaller gaps between vehicles. Drivers were also more inclined to change lanes under scenario 1 than the two other scenarios. Scenarios 2 and 3 restricted the slow vehicles in the outer lane, reducing their influence on regular vehicles running in the inner lane. Between the two scenarios applying the DPLSL configurations, the complex DPLSL scenario (scenario 3) provides a smaller overlap of the legitimate range of speed for the two lanes than the one of the simple DPLSL scenario (scenario 2). Thus, vehicles would have the least motivation to make a lane change under scenario 3.

3.1.2. Coefficient of Variation of Speed. Figure 2 illustrates the coefficient of variation of speed under different vehicle densities for each lane. For both the inner and outer lanes and all the different densities, the corresponding coefficient of variation of speed is consistently smaller for the DPLSL scenarios than scenario 1. For the outer lane, such a pattern is more obvious. Comparing scenario 2 and scenario 3, the
Table 1: Specifications of speed limit values under different speed-limit configurations (unit: km/h).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Inner lane Max. speed limit</th>
<th>Inner lane Min. speed limit</th>
<th>Outer lane Max. speed limit</th>
<th>Outer lane Min. speed limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Lane changing frequency under different vehicle densities.

The former illustrates higher coefficient of variation of speed under most of these traffic densities. Such results indicate that applying DPLSL for freeways could reduce the speed variation for both the two lanes as the slow vehicles were largely constrained to run only in the outer lane.

3.1.3. Incident Rate of DS 1 and DS 2. Figure 3 illustrates the incident rate of dangerous situations DS 1 and DS 2 under different vehicle densities. Although the ANOVA results cannot reveal a significant impact of the DPLSL scenarios on the incident rate of DS 1 and DS 2, minor patterns still exist as shown in Figure 3. Under low-density situations, scenario 3 exhibits a lower incident rate of DS 1 than scenario 1 and scenario 2. The overall incident rate of DS 1 is 33.8% less than scenario 1, indicating that the strict DPLSL setting would be beneficial to raise the safety level of freeways. With the increase of the traffic density, the incident rates of DS 1 tend to be the same for the three scenarios.

The speed of vehicles is higher under a low-density situation than a high-density situation. However, the vehicle was difficult to take an overtaking action on the right because the speed limit is low for the DPLSL scenarios. Therefore, the incident rate of DS 2 under scenario 3 is less than the ones under scenario 1 and scenario 2. The overall incident rate of DS 1 is 43.2% less than scenario 1. Thus, scenario 3 has a higher level of traffic safety. With the increase of the traffic density, the incident rates of DS 2 tend to be the same for the three scenarios.

3.2. Impacts of DPLSL on Traffic Safety Indexes with respect to Different Compliance Rates. The analysis in the previous section considered the situation that all slow vehicles obey the speed limits for each lane and hence they are not allowed to enter the inner lane. In reality, a portion of slow vehicles may not fully abide by the speed limits settings due to purposed or unpurposed lane changing activities. Enlightened by the results in the previous section, these illegal lane changes performed by the slow vehicles are expected to have impacts on those traffic safety indexes. In this section, the simulation was performed under different compliance rates of slow vehicles ranging from 0 to 0.8, and the resulting lane changing frequency, coefficient of variation of speed, and incident rate of dangerous situations are reported (in Figures 4, 5, and 6) using a relative magnitude as a ratio to the corresponding situation with full compliance of slow vehicles. Note that the compliance rate represents the proportion of slow vehicles that are allowed to enter the inner lane in the simulation. Such chosen slow vehicles may not perform a lane change if the trigger conditions of making lane changes did not meet.

Table 3 reports the ANOVA results of those traffic safety indexes. Most relationships between the traffic safety indexes and influential factors were significant. The exceptions would
Table 2: ANOVA results of the traffic safety indexes under the full compliance of slow vehicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Lane changing frequency</th>
<th>Coefficient of variation of speed</th>
<th>Incident rate of DS 1</th>
<th>Incident rate of DS 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Df</td>
<td>F value</td>
<td>Pr(&gt;F)</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle density</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2036.099 &lt;2e-16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>155.552 &lt;2e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPLSL scenario</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.137 0.00079</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>85.882 &lt;2e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner/outer lane</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: ANOVA results of the traffic safety indexes under different compliance rates of slow vehicles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Lane changing frequency</th>
<th>Coefficient of variation of speed</th>
<th>Incident rate of DS 1</th>
<th>Incident rate of DS 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Df</td>
<td>F value</td>
<td>Pr(&gt;F)</td>
<td>Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle density</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>64.005</td>
<td>3.38e-12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPLSL scenario</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>147.342</td>
<td>&lt; 2e-16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner/outer lane</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance rate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.774</td>
<td>0.00151</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be that the DPLSL scenario does not have a significant impact on the coefficient of variation of speed and the vehicle density does not have a significant impact on the incident rate of DS 1.

3.2.1. Lane Changing Frequency. Figure 4 illustrates the variation of lane changing frequency under different vehicle densities and compliance rates. In Figure 4, the red solid line is the average ratio to the results under fully compliance situation (compliance rate=1) in different scenarios. Broadly, having some unruly slow vehicles (compliance rate<1) will result in a larger lane changing frequency than the one under the full compliance situation (compliance rate=1). With the increase of the compliance rate, there are two variation stages for the averaged level of lane changing frequency. For the compliance rates 0, 0.2, and 0.4, there is no substantial variation of the averaged lane changing frequency, while when the compliance rate is 0.6, the averaged lane changing frequency started to drop and approach the level with respect...
to the situation of full compliance of slow vehicles. Thus, a small proportion of unruly slow vehicles may not be able to execute substantial interference to the overall lane changing behaviors of the system. Between scenario 2 and scenario 3, the latter still has more lane changes than the former consistently for all traffic densities and compliance rates.

Interestingly, the gap of lane changing frequency between the situation with unruly slow vehicles and the full compliance situation is relatively small under small and large densities in contrast to middle-ranged densities. For the situation with small traffic densities, the expected speed of the slow vehicles was more likely to achieve leading to a reduced motivation of making lane changes for the unruly slow vehicle. For the situation with large traffic densities, the sufficient gap between vehicles in the target lane for making a lane change is usually difficult to search for.

3.2.2. Coefficient of Variation of Speed. Figure 5 illustrates the coefficient of variation of speed under different vehicle densities and compliance rates. The results are also reported individually for the inner and outer lanes in scenario 2 and scenario 3. Broadly, with the increase of the compliance rate, the averaged level of the coefficient of variation of speed continues to drop. Those slow vehicles that violate the speed limits would disturb the traffic flow and in turn enlarge the speed variations of both the inner and outer lanes, but in different ways. Regarding the inner lanes, the variation of speed originated from the unruly slow vehicles being mainly due to the additive slow vehicles entering the inner lanes. The resulting coefficient of variation of speed is not significantly large, because the actual number of slow vehicles that entered the inner lane is small even under the situations with low compliance rates. In fact, the motivation for the unruly slow vehicles to make lane changes is not as strong as the traffic flow in the inner lane running far faster than the speed those slow vehicles expected. Regarding the outer lane, there are two major sources contributing to the variation of speed. First, the slow vehicles that violated the speed limits essentially enlarge the variation of speed. Second, the unruly slow vehicles, even a small number, would inevitably reduce the speed of the regular vehicles running behind them and hence increase the motivation of making a lane change for the regular vehicles being blocked. The consequent lane changes and overtaking made by the regular vehicles would heavily increase the coefficient of variation of speed for the outer lanes. Therefore, we see that the coefficient of variation of speed for the outer lane is more sensitive to the compliance rate of slow vehicles in contrast to the one for the inner lane. Although the ANOVA model indicates that the DPLSL scenario does not have a significant impact on the coefficient of variation of speed, minor patterns exist, worthy of being discussed. These patterns are slightly stronger under the complex DPLSL scenario (scenario 3) than the ones of the simple DPLSL scenario (scenario 2). In average, the coefficient of variation of speed increases by about 12% and 99%, respectively, for the inner and outer lanes under scenario 2, and increases by about 13% and 128%, respectively, for the inner and outer lanes under scenario 3.

3.2.3. Incident Rate of DS 1 and DS 2. According to the ANOVA model, the vehicle density does not have a significant impact on the incident rate of DS 1. All other impacts were verified to be significant, especially on the incident rate of DS 2, which corresponds to higher significant levels. Figure 6 illustrates the incidence rates under different vehicle densities, compliance rates, and dangerous situations. Overall, the impact of compliance rate of slow vehicles on the occurrence of the DS 1 situation is limited, especially under scenario 2. It
is plausible that there are no direct connections between the compliance rate and the incident rate of the DS 1 situation. In contrast, the compliance rate would alter the behavior of vehicles overtaking. With the decrease of the compliance rate, the incident rate of the DS 2 situation (overtaking on the right) substantially increases. Under scenario 2, the largest increase of the DS 2 situation is about 14.9% while under scenario 3, the largest increase of the DS 2 situation is about 21.7%. As aforementioned, the unruly slow vehicles entered the inner lane affecting the regular vehicles behind them. These regular vehicles in the inner lane were motivated to overtake using the outer lane resulting in the increased incidence rate of the DS 2 situation.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Two advantages motivate the application of the differentiated per-lane speed limit in freeway segments. First, certain drivers tend to maintain a slow speed while driving on freeways because of the compound aspects including age, gender, mood, and extra task. Those slow vehicles are easy to formulate bottlenecks that interfere with the traffic of vehicles running at normal or high speeds, especially under the circumstance that all lanes within a small range are occupied by slow vehicles. The DPLSL was developed to confine the slow vehicles onto a designated lane (usually the outer lane). By doing so, the normal-speed traffic would
not be blocked for most of the situations. Second, with the DPLSL, the motivation of changing lanes could be suppressed to some extent, leading to a reduced chance of traffic conflicts. Besides, the speed variances for all lanes could be turned down.

Thus, traffic safety levels of freeway segments could be influenced by the per-lane speed limit configurations as this leads to drivers' different driving behaviors. In general, the DPLSL, especially the complex configuration, is able to effectively raise the safety levels of freeways. Such a pattern was conjectured as under the DPLSL scenarios, the lane changing frequency is smaller than that of the regular scenario with uniform speed limits for both lanes. Under DPLSL scenarios, drivers might need to process more information when making a lane change compared to regular speed limit control. In this situation, drivers would adopt special safety-prone driving strategies to compensate for the potential threat of traffic crashes [29–31] and therefore reduce the lane changing frequency. Such infrequent lane changing behavior in the complex DPLSL scenario, in fact, has the potential to raise the overall traffic safety levels [32] by reducing potential vehicle conflicts resulting from lane changes. In the meantime, the variation of speed is smaller under the DPLSL scenarios especially for the outer

**Figure 6:** Incidence rates under different vehicle densities, compliance rates, and dangerous situations.
lane, which indicates a higher traffic level. There are two possible reasons. One is that the slow vehicles are fully or partly constrained to run only in the outer lane under the DPLSL scenarios. The other one is that the legitimate range of speed is smaller than that of the regular scenario. More importantly, the complex DPLSL setting could reduce the chance of dangerous situations (DS 1 and DS 2) under low-density situations. Under the complex DPLSL scenario, the vehicle is difficult to take an overtaking action on the right because the speed limit is low for the DPLSL scenarios; therefore the incident rate of DS 2 is less than the ones in other scenarios.

The compliance rate of slow vehicles has a substantial impact on the traffic safety levels of freeways under the DPLSL scenarios. In general, reducing compliance rates would reduce safety levels. Specifically, the lane changing frequency increases along with the decrease of the compliance rate. Similarly, the variation of speed increases along with the decrease of the compliance rate. And between the inner and outer lanes, the latter was more sensitive to the compliance rate. Besides, the impact of the compliance rate on the occurrence of the DS 1 situation is limited. It is plausible that there are no direct connections between the compliance rate and the incident rate of the DS 1 situation. However, the compliance rate has some influence on the incident rate of the DS 2 (overtaking on the right). With the decrease of the compliance rate, the incident rate of the DS 2 substantially increases. More unruly slow vehicles entering the inner lane would affect the regular vehicles behind them with the decrease of the compliance rate. These regular vehicles in the inner lane were motivated to overtake using the outer lane resulting in the increased incidence rate of the DS 2. In a word, reducing compliance rates would reduce the safety levels of freeways under the DPLSL scenarios.

One limitation of this study is that the analyses are highly relying on simulations. Conducting such a study has a very high requirement for data. In particular, the precise positions of all vehicles during a giving time are needed in order to extract the speed data and check the two dangerous scenarios. On the other hand, real traffic flow is nonrecurrent. It means the impossibility to repeat a given traffic scenario by observing data in real freeways. The two aspects are the most critical impediments of using real data.

The results in this paper imply the existence of different traffic safety levels for different DPLSL configurations, which can be referenced for policy-makers. This study suggests considering complex DPLSL configurations with both nonuniform maximum and minimum speed limits which can effectively raise the safety levels of freeways. In the meantime, increasing the compliance rate of slow vehicles can further improve the traffic safety levels of freeways under the DPLSL scenarios.
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